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Composition of Neptune

The composition of Neptune's atmosphere is 80
percent hydrogen, 19 � percent helium and 1
percent methane. In addition, there are trace �
amounts of ethane and hydrogen deuterâ€¦ide.

www.answers.com/Q/What_is_neptunes_core_composition
What is neptunes core composition - Answers.com
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Neptune
Planet

Neptune is the eighth and farthest known
planet from the Sun in the Solar System. In
the Solar System, it is the fourth-largest
planet by diameter, the third-most-massive
planet, and the densest giant planet. â€¦
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Radius: 15,299 miles (24,622 km)

Surface area: 2.94 billion sq miles (7.62
billion km²)

Orbital distance: 2.80 billion miles (4.50
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Orbital distance: 2.80 billion miles (4.50
billion km)

Orbital order: 8

Orbital period: 164.79 years

Gravity: 36.58 feet/s² (11.15 m/s²)
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Is Neptune a gas planet?



What is the weather like on Neptune?



What is Neptune made up of?



What is Neptune Made Of? - Space.com
https://www.space.com/18920-neptune-composition.html
Neptune is the third most massive planet. Like the rest of the gas giants, Neptune has no
definite surface layer. Instead, the gas transits into a slushy ice and water layer. The
water-ammonia ocean serves as the planet's mantle, and contains more than ten times
the mass of Earth.

News · Spaceflight

Composition - Neptune - Google
https://sites.google.com/a/jeffcoschools.us/chris-and-jake-neptune...
Surface and core composition: The core of Neptune is an extremely hot and pressurized
rocky material near the mass of the Earth. The surface of Neptune is an ocean of
hydrogen, helium, and water.

Physical Information · Habitability · Appearances

What is Neptune Made of? The Planet Neptuneâ€™s
Composition ...
planetfacts.org/what-is-neptune-made-of
Neptune, just like the other gas giant planets in our Solar System, can actually be broken
up into different layers. In fact, its composition can change depending on which layers
youâ€™re looking at.

Neptune's Atmosphere: Composition, Climate & Weather
https://www.space.com/18922-neptune-atmosphere.html
Atmospheric composition. Neptune's atmosphere is made up predominately of hydrogen
and helium, with some methane. The methane is part of what gives Neptune its brilliant
blue tint, as it absorbs red light and reflects bluer colors. Uranus also has methane in its
atmosphere, but has a duller shading.

What is Neptune Made Of? - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/21596/what-is-neptune-made-of-1
The composition of Neptune changes depending on which of these layers youâ€™re
looking at. The outermost layer of Neptune is the atmosphere, forming about 5-10% of the
planetâ€™s mass, and extending up to 20% of the way down to its core.

Surface Composition of Neptune | Education - Seattle PI
education.seattlepi.com/surface-composition-neptune-6088.html
The core of Neptune is about 1.2 times the size of Earthâ€™s core. It is composed of
molten rock, chiefly iron, nickel and silicates. Scientists estimate the coreâ€™s
temperature to be about 9,200 degrees Fahrenheit, at a pressure of about twice that of
Earthâ€™s core.

What is Neptune's composition - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › What is Neptune's composition?
Jun 09, 2018 · What is the composition of Neptune's rings? In a comparison to Saturn,
Neptune's rings are much darker whilethe ones circling Saturn's are very bright. Neptune's
rings areprobably made of rocks and dust as opposed to ic â€¦ e, like Saturn's.Rocks and
dust would not reflect as much light, thus appearing darkinstead of bright.

The composition of Neptune - Answers.com May 22, 2018

What is the composition of Neptune's atmosphere - Answers

What is Neptune made of the composition - answers.com

What is neptunes internal composition - Answers.com

See more results

Neptune | Facts, Moons, & Size | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/place/Neptune-planet
Neptune: Neptune, third most massive ... are much closer to cosmic composition than
is Earth. They are largely gaseous, with atmospheres composed principally of ...

Neptune - Educational facts and history of the planet
Neptune.
nineplanets.org/neptune.html
Neptune's composition is probably similar to Uranus': various "ices" and rock with about
15% hydrogen and a little helium. Like Uranus, but unlike Jupiter and ...

Neptune - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
Unlike Uranus, Neptune's composition has a higher volume of ocean, whereas Uranus
has a smaller mantle. Neptune's spectra suggest that its lower stratosphere is hazy due
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Orbital period: 164.8 yr, 60,182 â€¦ Sidereal rotation period: 0.6713 day, 16 h…

composition of neptune planet

fun facts about neptune

neptune composition of surface

describe neptune the planet

atmosphere composition of neptune

planet neptune facts

neptune moons

jupiter composition

1 2 3 4 5

has a smaller mantle. Neptune's spectra suggest that its lower stratosphere is hazy due
to condensation of products of ultraviolet photolysis of methane, such as ethane and
ethyne.

History · Physical characteristics · Climate · Orbit and rotation · Moons

What is neptunes core composition - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Science › Earth Sciences › Geology
What is neptunes core composition? ... The composition of Neptune's atmosphere is
80 percent hydrogen, 19percent helium and 1 percent methane. In addition, ...

All About Planet Neptune for Kids - MrNussbaum.com
mrnussbaum.com/space/neptune
Similar in composition to Uranus, ... Neptune is the fourth largest planet in the solar
system. It possesses nearly 58 times the volume of planet Earth.

Neptune Facts - Interesting Facts about Planet Neptune
https://space-facts.com/neptune
Neptune is the eighth planet from the Sun making it the most distant in the solar system.
... Neptune Facts. ... Composition, Distance from Sun ...
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